TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
Sleep lies down those two long shining parallel lines, but just
beyond vanishing point* That is the worst thought; the thought
that deserves murder. You may not be fit to murder it till the
day-time. "Wait until you are feeling quite ordinary and amused,
in your normal day-time stride, and then suddenly come up behind
it and catch it unawares,
Horror of lying awake can be matched by horror of being asleep
and dreaming, and unable to stop dreaming even when you wake
up. This happened to me early in 1940, dabbled with fever and
the heavy drug they were giving me in the nursing-home. I dreamt
that cohorts of Roman soldiers were rising up out of the floor by
the fireplace, and silently marching. And then it was out of doors,
and I was lying on the ground, and they were still marching and
still silent; presently joined by marching phalanxes who were not
soldiers, but the whole of the rest of the universe. They marched
and they were silent . . , and I knew beyond any doubt whatever
that they were the soundless vanguard, and that a sentence of
silence was on its way and would irrevocably overwhelm and end
the world. While there was time and only just time, the human
race must be warned. I lay on the ground, clammy and sweating
with the urgency of what I had to do because I alone knew. And
I managed to wrench myself awake, but still without any release
from panic and urgency. Though the Roman soldiers had gone,
I lay in dream-thickness and wildly tried to pierce it and get to
those who were not aware that Silence was coming. Presently
my night-nurse fetched one of the doctors, and I told him about it,
and begged and prayed him to realize that it was true, that it was
going to happen, that it was the most horrible doom on the
world ... we should have no more voices, we should not be able
to speak. It was true, not a dream. I knew.
The thing would not fade as dreams should; it was made of
something obstinate and insoluble; I am not sure if it has altogether
faded yet.
Once I had a triple dream which was really rather fun, I began
by dreaming that I must remember to write and ask Clifton
Fadiman for permission to quote a paragraph from one of his
reviews, in the book "Talking of Jane Austen" which I had just
begun writing with Sheik Kaye-Smith (as a matter of fact, I have
not yet asked him, and I hope he will accept my apology in case
I go on postponing it till after publication)* In my dream I went
over to the States and intercepted him at the foot of a great marble
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